High-Definition Electronic

EB15-LE Earplugs

EB15-LE electronic earplugs are designed for those who want to maintain natural hearing while protecting their ears from impulse and continuous loud sounds like gunfire, explosions, vehicles and machinery.

- Natural hearing when sound levels are safe
- Continuous and impulse-noise protection
- Clear communication
- Uncompromised sound detection and localization

Two modes:
- Automatic Hearing Protection + Blast Protection
- 5X Hearing Enhancement + Blast Protection

EB15-LE earplugs have adaptive attenuation. The circuitry automatically changes output levels as sound input levels change. Hearing is natural, as if nothing is in the ears, until sound reaches unsafe levels. As sound levels increase, EB15-LE earplugs reduce continuous loud sounds, as well as provide blast protection. Natural hearing is restored when sound returns to safe levels.

www.EtymoticDefense.com
Dual-Mode Switch

Mode 1: Automatic Hearing Protection + Blast Protection
- Users maintain natural hearing
- 15-dB automatic protection for continuous loud sounds when hearing is at risk
- Blast and impulse-noise protection

Mode 2: Hearing Enhancement + Blast Protection
- Amplifies soft sounds up to 5X
- Blast and impulse-noise protection

In the box
- 2 EB15-LE earplugs
- Flexible neck cord
- 7 pairs ACCU•Fit™ eartips
- #10 Batteries
- Cleaning tool
- ACCU•Filters™ with filter removal tool
- Protective case

Safe-in-Sound Award Innovation in Hearing Loss Prevention
Awarded jointly by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) and the National Hearing Conservation Association.
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